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The Creation of IEEE Canada
his story is quintessentially Canadian, heavily influenced by 
our neighbours to our south, unable to agree among our-
selves, but tortuously progressing to a made-in-Canada solu-
tion that is unique and works very well. This is the first of a 

series of articles that highlight historical accomplishments that relate to 
the IEEE sphere of influence.

Of the 382,000 IEEE members worldwide, 16,000 plus live in Canada 
and we Canadians have a unique situation within IEEE.

IEEE Canada is a Canadian entity within two organizations, IEEE Inc. 
incorporated in the United States with a worldwide mandate in the 
advancement of technology, and the Engineering Institute of Canada 
with a mandate across all branches of engineering in Canada.  This 
situation has formally existed since 1995 and is a marked change from 
the situation in 1969 as described by Gordon Slemon in the next page.  I 
begin with his assessment of the early days (pre-1970) of engineering 
organizations in Canada.

1.0 The Early Days in Canada: 1887 to 1969
The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers (which at that time implied 
non-Military Engineers) was formed in 1887 and became the Engineering 
Institute of Canada (EIC) in 1918. On three occasions, in 1925, 1935 and 
1953, the EIC attempted to unify all engineering disciplines in Canada 
under its umbrella but none of these attempts was successful.  EIC also 
attempted unsuccessfully to merge with the professional regulatory bod-
ies and with the Canadian Council of Professional Engineers. 

There were branches of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
(AIEE) in Canada starting in 1903 and branches of the Institute of Radio 
Engineers (IRE) from 1925. Branches of the UK-based Institution of 
Electrical Engineers (IEE) have operated in Canada since about 1958. 
[Note: the IEE merged with the Institution of Incorporated Engineers 
(IIE) in 2006 to form the Institution of Engineering and Technology 
(IET)].  In 1963 the AIEE and IRE merged to form the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineerers (IEEE).

By 1969 the memberships in these organizations were about 8000 for 
IEEE Region 7, 1200 for IEE and about 2000 for the Electrical, 
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IEEE Canada (Region 7) is the Canadian arm of IEEE, as well as the constituent society of the Engineering Institute of Canada (EIC) for the technical fields of electrical, electronics and computer engineering. While both organizations provide educational services and products, IEEE provides technical information through its mem-ber societies and EIC focuses on the professional component. By bringing together both entities, IEEE Canada can provide its members with quality information on the latest technology and important networking opportunities.

Early Milestones of AIEE/IRE/IEEE History in Canada
1884 AIEE* formed in Philadelphia, USA 
1887	 Canadian Society of Civil Engineers (CSCE) formed 

1901
 Marconi’s first transatlantic wireless

reception in St. John’s, Newfoundland
1903

 AIEE Toronto Section formed at theEngineers Club in Toronto 

1912
 IRE** formed by merging the Society of Wireless Telegraph Engineers and the Wireless Institute 

1912	
CSCE becomes the Engineering Instituteof Canada (EIC) 

1921 AIEE District 10 (Canada) formed 
1925

	 IRE Canadian Section formed at
Canadian General Electric in Toronto 

1944
 Ralph Hackbush becomes first

Canadian to be IRE Vice President 
1957

	 John Henderson becomes first
Canadian to be IRE President 

1963
 IEEE Region 7 created out of AIEE

District 10 (Canada) and IRE Region 8 (Canada) during the merger of AIEE and IRE 
1972	 Bob Tanner becomes first Canadian to be IEEE President 
1976 CSEE formed 
1990 CSEE renamed CSECE 
1995 IEEE Region 7 and CSECE merge to form IEEE Canada  

John Hendersen
First Canadian IRE President

*American Institute of Electrical Engineers
** Institute of Radio Engineers

About	IEEE	Canada

A 25-YEAR HISTORY OF IEEE CANADA
2        

Communications and Automation Divisions of EIC. Very few 
belonged to more than one of these bodies. Each had an argu-
ment for exclusive terrain.

➧	EIC felt that it was the historic Canadian society deserv-
ing of the support of all Canadian engineers. 

➧	IEE policy had been to recognize EIC as the national 
organization in Canada. It refrained from establishing 
branches here until 1958. The Canadian IEE membership 
was largely immigrants from UK or from the former 
British Empire. Their branches were successfully main-
taining the link with UK and providing personal inter-
action. 

➧	IEEE members generally felt that they were receiving the 
services that they valued from their well-established IEEE 
publications, conferences and sections. They felt that EIC 
was dominated by civil engineers. 

There was a limited amount of local cooperation among the 
societies, usually accompanied by a degree of mutual antagon-
ism. At the same time the fragmentation of the Canadian 
electrical community was deplored by many and there was a 
growing mood of nationalism in the country.  

It was with this background that a number of interested indi-
viduals held an informal meeting at the International 
Electronics Conference in Toronto in September 1969. Three 
models were discussed: 
➧	an independent  Canadian Society of Electrical Engineers,
➧	a more autonomous IEEE Region 7, and
➧	an EIC-constituent Canadian Society of Electrical 

Engineers. 

It was an omen of things to come that the support for these 
three models was almost evenly divided at that meeting.

Acronyms used for Organization and Publication Names

AIEE American Institute of Electrical Engineers 

EIC Engineering Institute of Canada 

CEEJ Canadian Electrical Engineering Journal 

CJECE Canadian Journal of Electrical and Computer Eng. 

CSEE Canadian Society for Electrical Engineering 

CSECE Canadian Society for Electrical and Computer Eng. 

ICR IEEE Canadian Review 

ICF IEEE Canadian Foundation

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IRE Institute of Radio Engineers

 

2.0 The Committee & Birth of CSEE: 
 1970 to 1973

 
During this time frame, a “steering 
committee” emerged and a series of 
about 20 meetings in Toronto and 
elsewhere was held. Initially the 
intent was to attempt to rationalize 
and coordinate the activities of EIC, 
IEE and IEEE. When the EIC 
decided in Oct. 1972 to create its 
own constituent society CSEE, the 
steering committee morphed into a 
CSEE-IEEE Joint Committee.  The 
steering committee was initiated in 
1969 by Gord Slemon. He was 

appointed as intersociety relations chair for IEEE Region 7, CSEE and 
IEE, and he was elected chair of the steering committee.  He worked 
tirelessly throughout these 20 or so meetings and beyond (to the late 80s) 
to encourage cooperation among the “competitors”.  These meetings 
included those of the steering committee as well as meetings with IEE, 
EIC, IEEE Region 7 and the IEEE leadership. I will come back to the 
role of the IEEE leadership in decentralizing the IEEE structure later on. 
It is fair to say that EIC was interested in promoting the Canadian entity 
and that virtually all IEEE members were satisfied to retain their IEEE 
services. One of Gordon Slemon’s key contributions was in keeping the 
various organizations aware of the fact that a problem did exist—a non-
trivial problem with the constantly changing membership of volunteer 
committees.

Gordon Slemon
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4.0 The Shaping of the Merger: 
 1988 to 1994
Both “competitors” (IEEE Region 7 and CSEE) started to 
develop specific strengths that led, in the early 1990s, to 
the state where a merger was desirable by all sides.

These developments are about long-term dedicated volun-
teer commitment. Many volunteers, working for both 
organizations, dedicated to improving their profession—in 
this case, from an organization and service perspective.  
The leadership comes from those elected to serve as CSEE 
President or IEEE Region 7 Director, supplemented in 
large measure by countless additional volunteers who pro-
vide the actual member services.

CSEE, CSECE Presidents

1994 Tony Eastham 

1992, 93 Jean-Rémi Giroux 

1990, 91 John Plant 

1988, 89 Cam Blachford 

1986, 87 Mo El-Hawary 

1983, 84, 85 Tas Venetsanopoulos 

1981, 82 Dinkar Mukhedkar 

1978, 79, 80 Chuck Campling 

1977 Colin diCenzo 

1976 Tom Pavlasek

IEEE Regional Directors (1968-1995)

1994-1995  Ray Findlay, (2002 IEEE President) 

1992-1993  Vijay Bhargava

1990-1991  Tony Eastham

1988-1989  Bob Alden

1986-1987  Gord English 

1984-1985  Wally Read (1996 IEEE President) 

1982-1983  Fred Heath 

1980-1981 Jean-Jacques Archambault 

1978-1979  Ted Glass 

1976-1977 Frank Creed 

1974-1975 George Sinclair 

1972-1973  Doug Hinton 

1970-1971 Bill Thompson

1968-1969  Bob Tanner (1972 IEEE President)

 
I have the privilege to have known all of the volunteers noted in the two 
lists of volunteer leaders.  It is interesting to observe that all (both lists) 
are dedicated IEEE volunteers—serving their profession in one organ-
ization or the other.  This fact suggests that eventually the merger will 
occur—if it is the right thing to do. These are part of our IEEE family.

For the rest of this part of the story, I write it as a personal account of 
my volunteer family’s efforts to do the right thing. I hope it will tell the 
story of how things were at that time and how we collectively worked to 
improve member services and develop our Canadian solution.

3.0 The Doldrums: 1974 to 1987
I choose this title only to emphasize that very little happened on the 
transitional journey to IEEE Canada except that both CSEE and IEEE 
Region 7 continued on their separate ways. CSEE started officially in 
1976 with first president Tom Pavlasek and produced its own journal 
CEEJ in the same year with George Holbrook as its first editor and fund-
ing from NRC (the National Research Council) as well as a start-up grant 
from IEEC Inc (now the IEEE Canadian Foundation). IEEE Region 7 
and its 20 Sections continued to provide excellent services for its mem-
bers. In many cases IEEE Section meetings were offered as being “joint” 
with the fledgling CSEE.

IEEE	Canada	History

A 25-YEAR HISTORY OF IEEE CANADA 3		      

In 1969, there were three technical organizations with a focus on electrical engineering in Canada: IEEE, which included 31 technical groups spanning a wide range of interests and 10 regions across the world; the Engineering Institute of Canada (EIC), which had members in various disciplines including civil and electrical engineering; and the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE), a licensing body for British electrical engineers. Despite 
obvious interest in the field, there was no 
single Canadian organization for electric-
al engineering.  

According to Bob Alden, IEEE Vice 
President of Regional Activities, 1990- 
1991, it took 25 years of hard work from 
dedicated individuals for IEEE Canada, 
which serves as both Region 7 of a decen-
tralized IEEE and a member society of 
EIC, to be formed in 1995. 

Two such individuals, Bob Tanner, 
IEEE Region 7 Director, 1968, IEEE 
President, 1972; and Bill Thomson, IEEE 
Region 7 Director, 1970-1971, were pivotal 
in creating the environment for the future 
IEEE Canada. Tanner’s contribution was 
as the principal author of the first IEEE long-range planning report, while Thomson obtained important funding for the startup of the first IEEE Region 7 office. George Armitage, who served as Manager for the original office in Thornhill, Ontario, also made important efforts to realize the vision of IEEE Canada. Alden, who served as IEEE 

Region 7 Director, 1988-1989, oversaw 
the official naming of IEEE Canada 
and the publishing of the region’s maga-
zine, IEEE Canadian Review.

In 1995, the Canadian Society of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
(CSECE), previously the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineering (CSCE), 
joined with IEEE Region 7 and offi-
cially formed IEEE Canada in order to 
better serve the needs of engineering 
professionals across Canada.

Guglielmo Marconi (left), a pioneer in wireless 
telephony, with his assistant George Kemp.

Marconi workers at Signal Hill in St. John’s, Newfoundland, 
with antenna kite for transatlantic signal.
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My involvement with engineering organizations began in a typical small 
way in 1958 as a student member of both the AIEE and the IRE, and 
increased in 1971 when I was drafted as my employer’s representative on 
the local IEEE section executive committee.  One of my first assign-
ments was to run a technical training program, which I mistakenly 
thought was to educate my fellow IEEE members.  After proposing a 
naive program which would likely lose money, I was very directly 
instructed that my objective was to produce a training program for non-
members that local industry would want to support so that the program 
surplus would enable the section to fund the newsletter (which in those 
days involved the postal service) and other member benefit activities.  I 
learned quickly and my revised plan met with executive committee 
approval and did the job!  The next year, I was “promoted” to section 
vice-chair and had the opportunity to attend my first region committee 
meeting, representing my section chair who was unable to attend.

4.1 Decentralizing IEEE

That 1973 IEEE Region 7 meeting of all section chairs and other volun-
teers (Doug Hinton was the Director) was held in New York City at the 
IEEE headquarters in the United Engineering Centre (opposite the 
United Nations building) and run by very nice Americans who were the 
IEEE headquarters staff.  While these folks were very welcoming and 
competent, in my view they were not particularly interested in Canadian 
activities other than we were number 7 out of 10 regions and the focus 
seemed to be on the first six (the U.S. regions).  There seemed to be a lot 
of U.S. politics and viewpoints, including discussions about the creation 
of a United States Activities Board.  While the meeting location and staff 
approach indicated a very centralized IEEE operation, I came to realize 
that the IEEE was changing, due to a number of dedicated volunteers—
especially some with Canadian ties.  

Two of these Canadians were pivotal in creat-
ing the environment for the future IEEE 
Canada: Bob Tanner (who served as Region 7 
Director in 1968 and 1969, then as IEEE 
Secretary in 1970, IEEE Vice President in 
1971, and IEEE President in 1972); along 
with Bill Thompson (who succeeded Bob as 
Region 7 Director for 1970 and 1971). Bob 
Tanner was the principal author of the first 
IEEE long range planning report. It spelled 
out an evolution for IEEE regions to become 
self governing.  Bob provided the concept and 
Bill provided the mechanism.  Bill Thompson 

obtained special funding for the startup of an office in Region 7—this was 
one of two such experiments, the other was in Los Angeles in Region 6.  

Bill hired George Armitage as the manager 
who set up the office at 7061 Yonge Street in 
Thornhill, Ontario (just north of the North 
York boundary) where it existed for twenty 
two years.  The physical office closed in 1993 
and was replaced in 1994 by a virtual office 
run by Cathie Lowell using the various elec-
tronic/internet services which were emerging 
at that time.

The decentralization of IEEE and the creation 
of the Canadian Office were, in my view, the 
basis for the Canadian entity we know today.  

George hired an assistant, first Ila Worsdale, then Dorothy Millman,  to 
be in the office and began a process of visiting sections and giving tech-
nical training courses —the content for these courses was in white three-
ring binders with the name “IEEE Canada” on the cover— together with 
a blue IEEE logo on the left and a red maple leaf on the right.  This was 
the first time that I saw the “IEEE Canada” concept in existence.  The 
Canadian Office created a physical focus for a distinctly Canadian oper-
ation. At the end of 1983 both George and Dorothy retired and Fred Heath 
(1982-83 Region 7 Director) became the office manager (from 1984-87), 
with Pam Woodrow hired to replace Dorothy. At that time a major office 
activity was selling IEEE Standards and Sandy Artinger was hired to help

with this venture—which was profitable for 
the office and convenient for Canadian mem-
bers and companies until IEEE changed its 
way of distributing standards in the early 90s. 
When Fred Heath retired at the end of 1987, I 
promoted Pam to be Manager of Canadian 
Member Services. As part of that mandate, 
Pam became very involved with supporting 
Student Branches—attendance at the annual 
Student Branch Workshop was the highest in 
those years.    Shown below is a photo I took 
of Pam Woodrow with Hazel Scott (Regional 
Student Representative) and Gerald Karam 

(Student Activities Coordinator), taken in the office in 1988.

It was also the time that other 
Canadians were attempting to 
rationalize the desire for the 
Engineering Institute of Canada to 
develop a meaningful component in 
Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering.  Gordon Slemon has 
accurately documented the frustra-
tions from the absence of any 
Canadian EE society (due to the 
success of the AIEE and IRE activ-
ity in Canada since the very begin-
ning of the electrical and electron-
ics industries), followed by the cre-
ation of a Canadian Society within 
EIC that had lots of nationality but 
little membership.  

During the 70s and early 80s I was active 
as an IEEE volunteer, moving from section 
to region interests, and then to my tech-
nical society, learning about the various 
ways and idiosyncrasies of IEEE govern-
ance.  During that time I participated in the 
IEEE Region 7-CSEE working group (from 
the perspective of believing that Region 7 
must become the Canadian society) and 
observed the startup of the CSEE in 1976 
along with its Journal, which was initially 
subsidized by NRC (the National Research 
Council of Canada).  In the early 80s I was 

out of regional activities and active on the administrative committee 
(now the governing board) of the IEEE Power Engineering Society.  

1984 was the IEEE Centennial year, marked by then Region 7 Director 
Wallace S. (Wally) Read’s decision to celebrate the centennial by com-

missioning and publishing a book 
to commemorate the achievements 
of the Electrical Industry in Canada 
over the past 100 years and longer. 
Harry Prevey, a long-time Toronto 
Section volunteer was the editor.

In 1986 I was surprised to be asked 
by Wally Read to become a candi-
date for Region 7 Director, and 
even more surprised when I won 
the election.  As the director-elect 
in 1987, I was fortunate to have 
Gordon English as my current dir-
ector—he gave me a lot of freedom 
and responsibility, and being based 
in Vancouver often assigned me 
tasks in the eastern part of our 
region.  This was the year in which 
I thought about how to make 
Region 7 into IEEE Canada.  Since 
I followed my two-year term as 

Robert Tanner

George Armitage

Pam Woodrow, Hazel Scott 
and Gerald Karam

Wally Read

Canadian Office

Centennial Book
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regional director with a two-year term as IEEE vice-president for region-
al activities, I was able to complete or assist on some of the actions we 
started at that time.

4.2 The Building Blocks

In 1988 I had the opportunity to meet with Cam Blachford, whose role 
as CSEE President coincided with mine as IEEE Region 7 Director.  It 
was an historic meeting between two stubborn volunteers with two dif-
ferent points of view—likely one of the best examples of the rivalry that 
Gordon Slemon so accurately describes.  We both left that meeting deter-
mined to promote our separate agendas, but we also were very much 
aware of the weaknesses inherent in the two organizations.  

I believe that Cam decided to stop competing 
for sections and their activities, since CSEE 
did not seem able to increase its membership 
significantly above its initial core EIC mem-
ber count, and instead focus on the Journal 
and a mechanism for covering the cost.  
Fortunately for CSEE, Vijay Bhargava decid-
ed to create the Canadian Conference on 
Electrical and Computer Engineering and run 
it in his unique way so that it generated the 
annual surplus needed to subsidize the 
Journal—urgently needed since NRC had 
phased out its initial financial support.  Vijay 

was also the creator of the CSEE logo that later became part of the IEEE 
Canada logo.

It was clear to me that if IEEE Region 7 was to evolve into a truly 
Canadian organization we needed more than an office which acted as a 
buffer between Canadian members and the American IEEE staff.  We 
decided to formally use the name IEEE Canada and create a magazine, 
the IEEE Canadian Review, designed and published in Canada as a 
member benefit.  The name “IEEE Canada” was proposed as an alternate 
name for “IEEE Region 7”, passed at the annual regional meeting, and 
subsequently and successfully submitted to the IEEE Regional Activities 
Board and the IEEE Executive Committee for their approval.  We created 
business cards and letterhead with the new name and logo and used them 
in future correspondence with IEEE boards and staff.  Shortly after-
wards, the IEEE USA letterhead appeared.  At that point, I knew that our 
new name would stay.  

I had known Richard Marceau as an enthusiastic IEEE volunteer in the 
Montréal section, who was primarily involved with producing technical 

publications for conferences sponsored by 
Montréal Conférences Inc. (MCI).  I enlisted 
his support and he became the first editor of 
the fledgling magazine, the IEEE Canadian 
Review—La Revue canadienne de l’IEEE.  
Our first issue was published in September 
1988 with a special grant from IEEC Inc. This 
was the Toronto-based corporation that organ-
ized a trade show and conference under vari-
ous names—initially the “IRE Canadian 
Electronics Conference” in 1955, and later 
“Electronicom”.  This regional conference ran 
in alternate years to MCI’s Montech.  

About this time, and with the demise of these 
regional conferences in Toronto, Montreal and 
across the United States, I broached the con-
cept of evolving IEEC Inc. (with its 30 plus 
year history of supporting IEEE activities in 
Canada) into the IEEE Canadian Foundation.  
The original name proposed was IEEE Canada 
Foundation but that was rejected by the gov-
ernment approval body.  The legal process 
culminated in Revenue Canada granting a 
charitable foundation status in 1994. Miro 
Forest, the last president of IEEC Inc., and the 
first president of the IEEE Canadian 

Foundation, was the driving force in this long and often frustrating legal 
process, involving many government oversight bodies, for transforming 
IEEC Inc. into the ICF. Later and over a two-year period starting in 2002, 
discussions between the directors of MCI and the IEEE Canadian 
Foundation culminated with the joining of resources (MCI contributed 
funds and experienced bilingual volunteers) that enabled the IEEE 
Canadian Foundation to offer bilingual services.

In the March 1989 issue (#3) of the IEEE 
Canadian Review, my director’s column was 
entitled “A Single Canadian Electrical 
Engineering Society: An Achievable Goal?” I 
ended that article with: Can we conceive of an 
IEEE Canada which is viewed by IEEE as 
Region 7; and, for example, by the Engineering 
Institute of Canada and the  Canadian Council 
of Professional Engineers as the Canadian 
Society of IEEE? One technical Society, with 
appropriate ties transnationally within IEEE, 
and nationally within Canada.  I believe this to 
be an achievable goal! Let’s make it a reality. 

As the outgoing Director in 1989, it was my responsibility to nominate 
candidates for Region 7 Director-Elect.  Vijay Bhargava was one of my 
nominees and the winner in the subsequent election.  While we had often 
apparently been in opposition, he for CSEE, me for IEEE, he was clearly 
a volunteer leader of very high quality.  Tony Eastham had succeeded me 
as Director, and together they set the stage for a renewed look at for-
mally combining the two societies.  

4.3 The Stage is Set for a Successful Merger

CSEE had been renamed in 1990 to CSECE (as had the journal from 
CEEJ to CJECE).  The stage was now set.  Both organizations had non-
competing complimentary assets: CSECE was the constituent society of 
EIC and had a journal and a conference; the IEEE entity was Region 7 
of IEEE with 20 sections, 60 student branches, 14,000 members, a maga-
zine, a developing foundation, and legal title to the name IEEE Canada 
(and an acceptance of that name within IEEE).  When Tony was the 
Region 7 Director, John Plant was the CSECE president (and a former 
IEEE Central Canada Council chair), so they began the discussions that 
Vijay Bhargava and Ray Findlay concluded. 

In the Fall of 1991 Region 7 Director-Elect, Vijay Bhargava, established 
a “Blue Ribbon Committee” consisting of outgoing Region 7 Director 
Tony Eastham and outgoing CSECE president John Plant. This commit-
tee was charged with reviewing the relationship between IEEE Region 7 
and CSECE and preparing a discussion paper to be considered by both 
organizations.  

They identified three options: maintain separ-
ate organizations with no common activities; 
develop collaboration and engage in coopera-
tive programs and ventures; and, amalgamate 
to form a single organization.  Their recom-
mendation was for amalgamation.

At the spring 1992 meetings of both organiza-
tions, the amalgamation proposal was pre-
sented and approved in principle—subject to 
financial and operational plans being 
developed. To inform the memberships, Tony 
and John prepared an article “IEEE Region 7 
and CSECE—is a merger desirable and feas-
ible?” for the fall 1992 issue (#14) of the IEEE 
Canadian Review (ICR). 

In January 1993 Vijay appointed a working 
group for the amalgamation of IEEE Region 7 
and CSECE consisting of Tony Eastham, John 
Plant, Bob Alden and Ray Findlay.  In February 
1993, the proposal was presented to the IEEE 
Transnational Committee (TC) and the IEEE 
Regional Activities Board (RAB); the follow-
ing motion was passed “TC, RAB welcomes 
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and supports the initiative to merge IEEE Region 7 with the CSECE and 
urges IEEE to work with CSECE towards determining ways and means 
to bring about this merger by January 1, 1994.”

In May 1993 draft bylaws and a draft budget for 1994 were presented and 
approved at the IEEE Region 7 meeting in St. John’s.  It was agreed to 
hold discussion in all Section committees, and to inform and seek 
approval by the IEEE Region 7 membership in the next ICR.  In August 
1993 the IEEE Executive Committee and the IEEE Board of Directors 
approved this process. 

In November 1993, a special CSECE Annual General Meeting approved 
that CSECE would be dissolved and its assets transferred to IEEE 
Canada on the condition that the membership of IEEE Region 7 and the 
IEEE Board of Directors approve the merger. In consulting the member-
ship, the fall 1993 ICR (#17) carried an article “IEEE Canada—the deci-
sion is yours” containing the background, the process, the features and 
budget, and a ballot to approve the merger.  By the end of 1993 both 
IEEE Region 7 and CSECE had approved the merger.

The start of 1994 saw both organizations operating in complete collab-
oration pending the remaining approvals

➧ IEEE Region 7 Director Ray Findlay was also the IEEE representa-
tive on the CSECE board

➧ CSECE President Tony Eastham was also vice-chair of IEEE
Region 7

➧ Louis-André Poulin was Treasurer of both organizations

At the May 1994 Region 7 meeting in Ottawa, the modified draft bylaws 
were approved and forwarded to the IEEE board with a request to 

approve the formation of IEEE Canada and 
recognize the new organization as Region 7 of 
the IEEE.

With the fall 1994 IEEE election ballot mail-
ing, a ballot for the merger was included.  
Following a positive vote, the merger was 
approved by the IEEE Board of Directors at its 
November 1994 meeting, with Ray Findlay 
(IEEE Region 7 Director) making the presen-
tation and convincing the Board of the merits 
of the merger. As of January 1, 1995—IEEE 
Canada formally exists and Ray Findlay 
becomes the first IEEE Canada President.

5.0 Merger Achieved: 1995
In 1995 we all won with a unique Canadian solution to the need to 
develop a single appropriate organization for electrical and computer 
engineering professionals in Canada.

In terms of current operation in Canada, IEEE Canada is the name of the 
organization. IEEE Canada is governed by a Board of Directors whose 
chair is the President of IEEE Canada. There are no longer any regional 
meetings. All 20 Canadian IEEE Section chairs are Directors of IEEE 
Canada.  The official logo of IEEE Canada is shown here and consists of 
the IEEE logo on the left and the CSECE logo on the right—representing 
the official 1995 merger that was approved by IEEE and with the bless-
ing of EIC. The form of the new logo follows the precedent set by the 
merger of AIEE and IRE in 1963, wherein the IEEE logo contains ele-
ments of both predecessor organizations’ logos.

IEEE Canada is one of (currently) 12 constituent societies within the 
EIC.  EIC does not have individual members as such but members of its 
constituent societies may be elected EIC Fellows or be awarded EIC 
Medals.  The IEEE Canada President is a director of the EIC and attends 
the EIC Board meetings held twice each year. The IEEE Canada Awards 

and Recognition Committee Chair is a member of the EIC Honours, 
Awards, and Fellowships Committee. 

When IEEE Canada is represented at IEEE Board meetings, our 
president attends as the Region 7 Director.  All IEEE members in Canada 
are full members of IEEE and any technical societies and councils they 
elect to join.  
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